The UK’s premier industrial door repair
and maintenance company specialising
in professional maintenance and
repair of all types of industrial doors,
automatic doors and loading bay
systems.
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Industrial Door Solutions are the UK’s premier industrial door
repair and maintenance company specializing in professional
maintenance and repair of all types of industrial doors,
automatic doors and loading bay systems.
At IDS we are happy to take on small or large contracts and
tailor our services to exactly meet the requirements of the
client so whatever environment you work in or whatever
industrial door solutions you need, we can help!

If you are looking for a reliable supplier we also
supply an extensive range of doors and other
equipment including:
• Roller Shutters
• Sectional Overhead Doors
• High Speed Doors

Customer satisfaction is our premier priority, which is why
we approach all our contracts on an individual basis to ensure
that we provide the most efficient service possible. We
provide our clients with an all-encompassing solution to their
industrial door needs, whether that is design and installation
of new doors or maintenance of existing doors or other
machinery.

• Auto Doors
• Fire Doors
• Domestic Garage Doors

How can we help you?
All our doors and other equipment undergo rigorous checks
to guarantee their effectiveness and longevity. In addition
our fully qualified, highly skilled engineers are backed by
comprehensive technical support across the gamut of our
product range.
Our staff take great satisfaction in providing a full repair
and maintenance package designed to maintain doors to the
highest standards and provide clients with peace of mind
when it comes to safety and security. IDS is an ISO 9001
registered business and an approved trading partner of
Hormann, so give us a call on 0845 270 5622 or email and find
out more about our extensive range of services.
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At Industrial Door Solutions customer satisfaction is our
premier priority, which is why we approach all our contracts
on an individual basis to ensure that we provide the most
efficient service possible. We provide our clients with an
all-encompassing solution to their industrial door needs,
whether that is design and installation of new doors or
maintenance of existing doors or other machinery.
High Speed Doors
From the low priced basic model to the more robust versions,
the special merits of our high speed doors are top grade
quality material, and safe reliable long term functionality.

Roller
Shutters

1
Strong and efficient, roller shutters are suitable for a wide
range of applications, from small security shutters to large
industrial uses. They combine robustness and long term
reliability with security.
Operation can be manual, self coiling, hand chain (via a geared
hand chain hoist) or, for larger doors with frequent usage,
through incorporated electric motors.
The versatility of the roller shutter means that options such
as polyester powder coating and plastisol parts are available.
Canopy covers and fascias can be supplied to cover the coiled
shutter and motor.
Other options, such as perforated or punched lath, wicket
gates, wind anchoring for extra strength and internal/external
installations, make the roller shutter appropriate for every
application.
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Options
• The versatility of the roller shutter means that options such
as polyester powder coating and plastisol parts are available
Canopy covers and fascias can be supplied to cover the coiled
shutter and motor.
• Other options, such as perforated or punched lath, wicket
gates, wind anchoring for extra strength and internal/external
installations, make the roller shutter appropriate for every
application.

Sectional
Overhead
Doors
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Combine top quality and advanced technology with high
insulation requirements. Maximum vision and elegance can
also be achieved.
These doors can be manually operated (via a pull down rope
or geared hoist) or automatically by a range of motors and
control systems.
Doors are made up of 40 mm thick insulated panels which are
formed from high density, fire resistant, CFC free urethane
cores. Incorporating a unique finger safe profile, the panels
provide a u-value of 0.60 w/mzk, which is higher than the
requirements for current building regulations.

Options
• Available in wide a range of colours and materials, including
HP200 or architectural polyester.
• Steel or aluminium facings.
• Outside facing panel sheets can be stucco embossed with
polyester finish or smooth with plastisol finish, in colours
from our standard range.
• Vision panels are available in a variety of sizes and patterns,
acrylic double and fully sealed. Sectional overhead doors
provide solutions for many different applications.
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High Speed
Doors

3
From the low priced basic model to the more robust versions,
the special merits of our high speed doors are top grade
quality material, and safe reliable long term functionality.
The doors are used for both internal and external applications
to optimise the flow of traffic, improve environmental
conditions and save energy.
This wide range includes a high speed door for virtually any
application.
Our high speed doors also compromise of a knock out bottom
rail system which ensures minimal damage and cost should
the door be struck by any vehicles. The bottom rail is designed
to be re installed after impact damage and the door re set and
then normal operation can be resumed.

Options
• Curtain thickness varies from 1.5 mm to 4 mm.
• Operation speeds are from 0.5 mls to 1.5 m/s.
• Curtains can be fully transparent or just partial.
• Both external and internal applications can be achieved,
with maximum opening sizes of 5000 mm x 5000 mm.
• All doors are fully automated and can incorporate devices
such as radar or infra-red movement detections. induction
loops, radio remote controls, traffic lights and an air locking
system.
• A wide range of colours are available.
• Now introducing the photo light grille system.
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Steel
Hinged
Doors
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General purpose door sets include fire resistant and acoustic
versions plus a range of high security doors. They are
available complete with matching frames, to suit different
wall applications. Both single and double leaf doors are
available in standard and purpose made sizes.

Options
• Door sets can be made to suit any opening sizes.
• Polyester powder coating is available in any RAL or BS
colours.
• Door leaves can incorporate louvre panels or window
sections.
• Standard door sets come with frame, threshold.
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Fire Doors
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Fire resistant roller shutters are used when effective fire
resistance coupled with an unobtrusive shutter is required.
They are designed for use between compliant walls and fire
rated compartments, to restrict the passage of fire from one
area to another.
All fire shutters are manufactured to ISO 9002 standards and
can provide up to 4 hours` fire resistance which is certified by
The Loss Prevention Certification Board.

Options
• Fire resistant roller shutters can be manufactured to suit
any size application, from small servery windows to larger
industrial openings (up to 7000 mm x 7000 mm).
• All fire shutters are manufactured to ISO 9002 standards
and can provide up to 4 hours fire resistance. certified by The
Loss Prevention Certification Board.
• Shutters can be manual. self coiling activated (via a fusible
link and dropper bar) or, for the larger industrial fire shutter,
via electric motors linked to the fire circuit of the building.
activating a controlled descent.
• Shutters can be polyester powder coated to suit most
applications.
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Auto Doors
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Our products range from single sliding doors,double
sliding doors to concertina doors.The doors are bespokely
manufactured to suit the specific opening and come in several
different options,colours and glazing.
We also supply a vast array of door access control which
tailors the needs for all disabled access and adheres to all
current legislations.
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Other
Products

7
Gate Systems
All our gate systems are bespoke to each individual site
depending on the sizes and requirements. These can be
sliding gates, swing gates or even manual pedestrian gates.
We supply a vast array of operators and gate entry systems
again depending on the circumstances. All our electrically
operated gate systems come complete with all built in safety
electrical systems and adhere to all current legislations.
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Repairs &
Maintenance
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As part of our commitment to total customer satisfaction
Industrial Door Solutions provides a ﬁrst class repairs and
maintenance service, to keep your doors in good working
condition, ensuring high efﬁciency and reliable operation.
IDS is an ISO 9001 registered business with more than 20
years expertise in the repair, maintenance and installation
of industrial doors and ﬁttings. We have found from our
experience that we are able to restore doors to a satisfactory
working order, regardless of age or condition.
Our work is carried out by fully qualiﬁed and equipped,
highly skilled service engineers, who have a comprehensive
knowledge of the industry and pride themselves on their
quality workmanship. Thanks to our high performance team,
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implementing repair and maintenance solutions is part and
parcel of our daily agenda.
Our prompt and efﬁcient repairs` service operates 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year and extends nationwide. We also offer a
rapid response guarantee, whereby we promise to be on site
within a minimum of 4 hours of your call.
As well as providing you with a repairs` service that you can
trust. IDS also offers an excellent after sales` maintenance
package to ensure the longevity and efﬁcient operation of
your doors. All packages are custom designed to suit your
individual needs. If you need assistance, remember... we’re
always available to help you.

Unit 24
Wharncliffe Business Park
Carlton
Barnsley
South Yorkshire
S71 3HT
Tel: 0845 270 5622
Email: info@industrialdoorsolutions.co.uk
Visit www.industrialdoorsolutions.co.uk

